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After recovering from its COVID-driven decline just last week, 

the Dow Jones Industrial Average has another record to 

celebrate. The index reached a major milestone as it closed 

above the 30,000 level for the first time on record today—its 

ninth new record high this year. If the month ended today 

(month-to-date: +13.4%), it would be the best month for the 

Dow Jones Industrial Average since January 1987 (+13.8%) 

and the best November since 1928. A wonderful way to 

celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday!

But what does it mean? The short answer is that the Dow 

is now up over 5% year-to-date on a price return basis, and 

that is has rallied more than 60% from its March 23 lows 

to fully recover its losses and once again hit record highs.  

Not too shabby! While these 1,000 point milestones are 

always hyped in the news headlines, we like to put them 

into perspective. For example, it is important to recognize 

that it has been more than 300 days since the last 1,000 

point milestone—more than double the average duration 

for the previous ten one-thousand point increments—and 

the annualized return of 4.1% is the fifth lowest of any 

1,000 point milestone on record. Incidentally, this 1,000 

point increment only represented a 3.4% increase as each 

milestone going forward gets increasingly smaller.

The slowness of this milestone momentum is unsurprising 

given the historic levels of volatility experienced since the 

Dow reached the 29,000 level in mid-January, which was 

just prior to the COVID-driven drawdown. While the current 

COVID surge remains a key risk, a multitude of effective 

vaccine candidates and decreased levels of political 

uncertainty have overshadowed it. Nevertheless, the 

economic recovery from the COVID-induced recession has 

led to vast levels of dispersion beneath the Dow’s surface. In 

accordance with our expectation for a K-shaped economic 

recovery, constituents in the tech and home improvement 

areas have contributed heavily in this last 1,000 point 

gain. More specifically, while the Dow is up ~4% since the 

last milestone, leaders such as Apple (+49%), Walmart 

(+31%), and Home Depot (+22%) have lifted the index while 

constituents in the Industrial and Energy sectors, such as 

Chevron (-18%) and Boeing (-34%), have detracted. 

Is the Dow Jones expensive and should we adjust 

portfolios? Given the recent strong rally in the equity 

market, we have grown more cautious in the near term as 

valuations (24.4x LTM P/E) are the most expensive they have 

been since at least 2001. However, despite the potential for 

near-term volatility, our positive outlook for equities over 

the longer term is supported by fundamental factors such 

as our forecast for a bounce back in economic activity in 

2021, expectations for a substantial earnings rebound in 

2021, an accommodative Federal Reserve, and heightened 

levels of cash still on the sidelines. With our optimistic long-

term outlook, we remind investors that timing the market is 

a difficult task, and we would not use psychological levels 

such as these to make portfolio changes.  
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